Dear Customer,

Hello London! Experience the luxury and comfort of our Airbus A330-300 now flying between Johannesburg and London from 25 March 2018. Why not plan to be in London for an Easter Egg Hunt or treat yourself to a chocolate treat at Charbonnel et Walker, who’ve been chocolatiers since 1875. Or maybe you just want to stroll through one of the world’s greatest cities as it shakes off winter.

SAA is ready to take you wherever your bucket list commands you to go and we’ll get you there in style.

Regards,

South African Airways

Fully Inclusive Specials for March

Return. Economy Class. From Johannesburg to:

- Dar es Salaam: R5 947* ► BOOK NOW
- Lagos: R7 341* ► BOOK NOW
- Munich: R10 831* ► BOOK NOW
- Hong Kong: R9 340* ► BOOK NOW

View More Fares
Book now on flysaa.com, our City Ticketing Office (CTO) or through the SAA Call Centre on 0861 606 606. When booking through an SAA office, please quote booking code MN28FEB18

SAA News

Introducing our A330-300 on the London route

Experience the luxury and comfort of our A330-300 on the London route from the 25th of March 2018. The fleet’s comfortable interiors, warm colours and relaxed atmosphere will make you feel right at home during your journey.

For our Business Class customers, we offer a new design of flat-bed that's almost 2 metres long when fully extended. With an updated cabin layout, each of these seats has increased privacy, individual aisle access and offer even more personal stowage. Enjoy the added comfort and increased privacy provided by our innovative, luxurious new cabin.

Economy Class is fitted with 203 newly designed, slim-line seats, all with extra personal space and generous legroom for travelling comfort. Each seat is fitted with a 10.1-inch screen, individual USB charging ports, and access to shared PC power points.

“The A330-300s offer more Business Class seats than any aircraft already in the SAA fleet. In total, the aircraft has capacity for 249 passengers, with 46 in Business Class and 203 in Economy Class. They are quieter than previous generation aircraft, equipped with advanced avionics and navigation systems, and have ultra-fuel-efficient Rolls-Royce Trent engines, resulting in lower fuel burn and, as a result, lower carbon emissions,” adds SAA CEO, Vuyani Jarana.

► BOOK NOW

How Visitors Can Help During the Cape Town Drought

The Western Cape and the city of Cape Town remain one of our most beautiful and popular destinations
despite the ongoing drought. Help us keep it the amazing destination it is by helping the city save water when you visit.

Every little action you take can make a difference. Help avoid Day Zero by:

- If you are in Cape Town you’re by the sea, take a dip in the ocean or tidal pools instead of a hotel pool.
- If possible, choose to stay in accommodation that has implemented water saving plans.
- Re-use your towels instead of having housekeeping wash them daily.
- Only flush the toilet when absolutely necessary. Collect your bath or shower water in a bucket to use in the toilet.
- Take very short showers. It easy. Wet your body, turn off the tap, soap, then rinse quickly.
- Don’t let the tap run when brushing your teeth, shaving or drinking.

► LEARN MORE

Check before you travel

Your bags are packed, you’re ready to go… but do you have everything you need to board the airplane? Many travellers are not aware of international travel restrictions and requirements. Things like visitor’s visas, foreign entry and vaccination requirements are just some of the details to verify for successful travel preparation.

Passport, visa and health requirements can vary according to your country of citizenship and your destination. It is the traveller’s responsibility to comply with entry requirements in any country. Please check the requirements with the consulate or embassy of all countries on your itinerary.

We encourage all international travellers to visit the IATA Travel Center for information on Passport, Visa and Health requirements.

► LEARN MORE

Personalise your experience
**Baggage**

We know how important every item you pack is; be free to fly with exactly what you need. If you are over your allowance, you can bring your excess baggage at a small additional fee.

➤ PURCHASE EXCESS BAGGAGE

**StepUp**

With South African Airways StepUp you tell us what you're willing to pay to upgrade your seat from Economy Class to Business Class.

➤ STEPUP YOUR FLIGHT NOW

---

**What to do?**

---

**Let's fly away**

Follow the crowd over London Bridge. Or flow down the King William Street. If you find yourself on Waterloo Bridge peer over the parapet through the fog at the Thames. Explore the riddle that is London. London in spring is the beauty of a woman in a blue print dress and pearls. Come fly with us and enjoy all this beautiful city has to offer.

➤ READ MORE

**Take an adventure on a fat bicycle**

For a different type of adrenaline rush, hop on a Fat Bike as you explore Port Elizabeth’s beaches. You don’t have to be into extreme sports to explore the local beaches by bicycle. Fat Attack Beach Tours has made it possible for anyone to take a joy ride along Port Elizabeth’s beaches and scenic trails.

➤ READ MORE
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About | Policies & Disclaimers | Contact
Terms and Conditions: *"INTERNATIONAL ROUTES Return Fares: Dar es Salaam: Sales and travel period until 31 May 2018. Fare levels to DAR must be purchased at least 7 days in advance. Changes permitted anytime at a charge of R450 per change #. Cancellation: Anytime the airfare and carrier imposed fee is non-refundable. *Lagos: Sales and travel period until 31 May 2018. Changes permitted anytime at a charge of R450 per change #. Cancellation: Anytime the airfare and carrier imposed fee is non-refundable. *Munich: Sales and travel period until 31 May 2018. Changes permitted anytime at a charge of R1 700 per change #. Cancellation: Anytime, the airfare and carrier imposed fees are non-refundable. ** Hong Kong: Sales and travel period until 31 May 2018. Changes permitted anytime at a charge of R1 500 per change #. Cancellation: Before departure 50%. After departure the airfare and carrier imposed fees are non-refundable*. ** All fares are subject to availability and change due to currency fluctuations. SA Airways reserves the right to, at any time, change and/or discontinue these special fares and conditions without prior notice. # Subject to same seat availability. *Any unused regulated taxes are refundable. There is a service fee of R100 on domestic tickets and R250 on international tickets for new bookings made via our Call Centre. This service fee will be waived for Voyager Gold, Platinum and Lifetime Platinum members.